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Our presentation explores how new technologies and digital tools contribute to a greater
representation of minority languages taking the Tatar language as an example.

Firstly, we will briefly present the Tatar people and their mother tongue (a Kipchak Turkic
language, subfamily of the Altaic languages). Then we will offer an overview of the current
state of the Tatar online corpora and the way it is evolving. We will present the Corpus of
Written Tatar project: based entirely on a volunteer contribution, it is the result of creativity,
enthusiasm, and professionalism of IT and Humanities experts from Kazan, the capital of
the  Tatar  Republic  in  Russia.  Their  team built,  launched,  and  has  been  successfully
maintaining the first online Tatar corpora outperforming similar state-funded projects that
appeared  later.  We  will  examine  some  of  its  functions  and  the  impact  it  has  on  the
representation of the Tatar language online.

Finally, we will present an overview of Apertium, an international project, in which the team
behind  the  Corpus  of  Written  Tatar  is  also  participating.  Apertium is  a free/open-
source rule-based  machine  translation platform  whose  goal  is  to  promote  digital
representation  of  minor  languages  through  translation.  Built  and  maintained  through
participatory work, this platform is a machine translation engine that enables language
speakers and learners to translate from major languages into smaller ones and vice versa.

Not only do these projects facilitate language acquisition of the Tatar language both as a
first and as a second mother tongue, but they also provide valuable applications, free and
efficient, for writers, revisers, and translators. Just like any other Digital Humanities tools,
these projects call for a joint team efforts and expertise.
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